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and liirij V(y, Ei)>0. Since 5 is a sigma algebra, E = f\EtES; moreover,

V(x, E) — lim,- V(x, Ei) = 0. Finally, since y is countably additive on 5, V(y, E)

= limiV(y,Ei)>0.
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ERRATA TO VOLUME 98

C. C. Elgot. Decision problems of finite automata design and related arithmetics

Page 23, Lines 10, 11. Replace each/ by p.

Page 23, 3.6(b), Line 2. The words "by a finite number ..." should start

a new line.

Page 24, Line 9 (second display formula). Replace "(a, &)" by "(b, a)".

Page 46, 8.6.2, Line 5. Replace "let n be the maximum" by "let n be one

more than the maximum".

Line 7. Replace "for some w-ary R" by "for some R which is ra-ary".

The third sentence (beginning on the sixth line) of §8.6.2 on page 46 is

in error but is readily correctable. "It may be seen that T*+m>+r(AxM)

= SyyJStVJ ■ ■ ■ KJSk, where Sj, j= 1, 2, ■ • ■ , k, is the set of all infinite R¡-
sequences / such that (/ \ n)EEj, for appropriate Rj, E}, and that k need

not be 1. For example, let M be

0 E Fy A 0 E Ft A (x E Fy A x E Fi-V-x E Fy A x E Ft):V:

0EFiA0EFi/\(xEFihxEFt-\/-xEFihxE Ft).

Then T2(AxM) is the union of the set of all infinite sequences in (1, 0) and

(1,1) which begin with (1, 0) and the set of all infinite sequences in (0, 1)

and (1,1) which begin with (0, 1). Thus, in this case, k = 2. Let Q be

(OEFMEFt • V • OEFMEFt)

:A:(xEFihxEFMEFMEFrV-xEFMEFir\xEF3hx'EFs

■V-xEFyAxEF2hxEFAx'EFyV-xEFi/\xEFtAxEFM'EFs).

Then AXM=VF,hxQ and T£AxQ is a set of P-sequences, for the binary R

indicated by the formula, beginning in a designated way and T2(AXM) is a

projection of 73°°(AI(2). Quite generally it is the case that SyVJS2\J ■ ■ ■ VJSi,

is the projection of a set of P-sequences beginning in a designated way so
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that the rest of the argument given may be applied. In particular, if the £/s

are r-ary relations, r~=2, R may be taken as R{ V£2 V • • • Vi?* , where the

field of R'j is taken as the cartesian product of the field of R¡ with singleton

j and (a, j)R¡ ib, j)^aRjb. We define £/ analogously: u'EEj =uEE¡ where

u'ix) = (m(x), j) for each x. Let E = E{ VJ£2' W • • • \JE¿ ; let püa, j))=a for

all a, j and let 5 be the set of ^-sequences / such that if f w)G£ Then

PiS) = Sx\JS2\J ■ ■ ■ VSk."

ERRATA TO VOLUME 101

N. R. Stanley, Some new analytical techniques and their application to irregular

cases for the third order ordinary linear boundary-value problem, pp. 351—

376.

Page 363, Line 18. Replace "zeros of A" by "zeros of A(X)"

Errata to this paper were printed in vol. 102, March 1962, p. 545. Two of

the items were incorrectly stated. The correct versions are:

Page 354, Line 13. Replace "a,+i = 0 and" by "at+i = 0, and"

Page 364, Line 19. Replace "cG" by "c3". Last two lines and Page 365,

Line 1. Replace from "where | Re ö|  • • • " through "Therefore," by "where

« is a positive integer and hence | Re d\ á «t/2 without loss of generality. Thus,

+ ( —l)""1 sin 0 = «/\ When n corresponds to s31^| <1, then | Re ö| <tt/2.

Therefore,"


